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The DOMA team is a distributed team
working across UIUC, Morgridge, U
Chicago, UCSD, UCSC, UNL, UW.
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UCSC

The DOMA Challenges
What are the HL-LHC challenges the DOMA area is trying to tackle?
• Challenge 1: Data delivery in the exabyte era.
• Challenge 2: Modernization of the LHC’s bulk data movement infrastructure.
• Challenge 3: Data delivery for new analysis systems and techniques during HL-LHC.
In addition to the technical work, we lead community working groups (WLCG DOMA
TPC) and workshops (Analysis Systems for the HL-LHC; whitepaper in draft from)
relevant to these challenges.
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Our view of the world
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DOMA has fundamental impact on how we
process and move data for the HL-LHC.
• Red indicates areas where IRIS-HEP is
actively working
• You can cleave the contributions in two
themes:
• Production work:
• C1: IDDS, XCache.
• C2: HTTP-TPC
• Analysis facility work (C3): XCache,
ServiceX, SkyHook.

Grid
Site
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Activities in DOMA
Summarize the set of projects/activities and associated effort for your area.
• IDDS Intelligent Data Delivery Service: works to deliver transformed events or notifications of event / file arrival – to a processing framework.
• Effort: Wen Guan @ UW-Madison.
• HTTP-TPC: Moving data between storage services over HTTPS.
• Effort: Diego Davila @ UCSD, Brian Bockelman @ Morgridge.
• XCache: Delivering file data through the use of large caches.
• Effort: Diego Davila, Edgar Fajardo, Igor Sfiligoi @ UCSD.
• ServiceX: Column delivery service. Transform experiment data and deliver it
as columns.
• Effort: Suchandra Thapa, Marc Weinberg @ UChicago, Ben Galewsky @
UIUC.
• SkyHook:
• Effort: Esmaeil Mirvakili, Jeff LeFevre, Carlos Maltzahn, Ivo Jimenez,
Aaron Chu @ UCSC.
• Hardware Acceleration: Using techniques such as computational storage to
• Effort: Chen Zou @ UChicago
• Facilities: Combing new services along with tools from AS and deployment
techniques from SSL
• Effort: Oksana Shadura @ Nebraska.

Deliver data to
production systems

Deliver data to
analysis

New integration activity

Not covering the details of these projects here – for a good overview,
see my presentation at the last Steering Board meeting in Nov 2021
or the IRIS-HEP webpage.
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DOMA & Analysis

Analysis Impact
The DOMA area works to deliver data in new ways to analysis services. A few projects
I’ll highlight:
• ServiceX: Deriving analysis-specific datasets from experimental data and delivering it
them to analysts.
• SkyHook DM: Enabling computational storage for HEP data; using the Arrow
Dataset API to push down queries to Ceph object storage.
• Coffea-Casa: A facility for integrating new services into a coherent vision for analysis.
Currently provides the ability to process experiment data through a Dask interface,
using either a browser (via JupyterHub) or command-line.
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IRIS-HEP fellow Zora Che is
working to integrate

ServiceX

ServiceX and Skyhook.

ServiceX is a Kubernetes-based data delivery service.
Highlights of Year 3:
• Additional file types: CMS NanoAOD, CMS OpenData AOD (almost done). Complements
existing support for ATLAS xAOD.
• Improved frontends for physicists (func_adl).
• Additional security models (for Nebraska integration).
In progress / TODO:
• Delivering data to SkyHook (fellows project through end-May).
• Continuous integration tests
‘Spin-off’ CSSI awarded for
• Improve monitoring / logging
collaborating with a Dark Matter
Year 4 goal: 5 analysis groups utilizing the service.
experiment on ServiceX
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Significant work by Jayjeet
Chakraborty, IRIS-HEP fellow.

SkyHook DM

Jayjeet recently accepted to CS
PhD program @ UCSC.

SkyHook provides a mechanism to access
data kept in CephFS through the popular
Arrow libraries.
• Allows filters & projections to push
down to the storage hosts.
• Significant reduction in client CPU and
network costs.
• Hit milestone to be able to read/write in
Coffea: look for demo at review!
Year 4 goals:
• Virtual join of multiple derived datasets.
• Production instance(s).
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SkyHook – Recent Progress
Currently
benchmarking
‘parquet’ (reading
over CephFS)
versus ‘radosparquet’ running
over 1.2B rows.
See significant
shift of CPU from
client to server.

Details on website
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Effort led by Oksana

Putting it all together: “Coffea Casa” at Nebraska

Year 4 goals
• Running in production with SkyHook and ServiceX

Shadura, “new” in Year 3

The Coffea-Casa effort at Nebraska is an attempt to
integrate the DOMA-developed technologies with
tools and techniques from Analysis Systems – all
deployed with techniques promoted by the SSL.
• Meant to be a proving ground where R&D meets
real users.
• Mixes popular technologies from outside HEP
(Dask, Jupyter, containers) with those from
inside (ServiceX, SkyHook, XCache).
• Part of the pipeline of these technologies to
production.
See Oksana’s vCHEP plenary!

integrated.
• Five involved analysis groups.
• Two additional instances outside Nebraska
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DOMA & Production

Modernizing Bulk Data Transfer: Deploying HTTP-TPC for WLCG
The LHC is switching its bulk data movement to
modern protocols and authorization infrastructure; this
is co-led by IRIS-HEP (but involves a worldwide set of
people).
• In 2020, the movement from ‘development’ to
‘production use’ started.
• In the last few weeks, >50% of ATLAS data moved
through HTTP-TPC.
• >75% of CMS sites have a compatible endpoint.
• Part of a huge transition coordination effort also
involving OSG-LHC and WLCG.
• This transition should finish early Year 4.
Year 4 goals: finish transition, make initial progress on
data transfers with SciTokens.
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ATLAS transfer monitoring from mid-May - hit
>400Gbps in production for HTTPS.
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IDDS
iDDS tasks accounting (by status)

The Intelligent Data Delivery Service (IDDS) manages input data and provides data
locality for job management systems such as PanDA.
Initial use case was the ATLAS “Data Carousel”, managing the processing of data as
it is staged from archival system – necessary to manage the disk buffer sizes in HLLHC.
•

Use case in production since May of 2020.

Next use case was to manage machine learning training parameters for Hyper
Parameter Optimization.
•

Demonstrated a fully-automated platform for hyper-parameter optimization on
top of geographically distributed GPU resources on the grid, HPC, and clouds.

•

Active ATLAS users include FastCaloGAN and ToyMC workflows.

At its core, provides DAG-based workflow management for inputs and outputs.
•

Being tested for use by the Vera Rubin Observatory (LSST).
•

Provides multi-step processing with thousands of jobs per step

•

Successfully scaled with 50K DAG jobs, scaling to test 150K DAG jobs.
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iDDS HPO

XCache
The XCache software provides an authenticated caching proxy which can reduce the WAN usage,
hide latency, and reduce number of on-disk copies for LHC sites.
Recent activities:
• Expand the usage and monitoring of the XCache service for cache-based data delivery.
• Additional operational deployments “on the edge” using Kubernetes.
• Focusing on analysis data tiers and understanding performance.
• Validate monitoring infrastructure.
Year 4 goals: continue expansion of production use. Deploy updated monitoring
infrastructure.
• Deploy token-based authentication / authorization.
• Shared work with OSG-LHC.
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Data Challenge
Ultimately, the HL-LHC will require the HEP community to move data at far higher rates than
today.
• With the WLCG, we are helping to organize biannual challenges that will culminate in
demonstrating over 1Tbps of worldwide data movement sustained (full HL-LHC rate).
• In 2021, the goal is modest: 10% scale. These rates are easily achievable by the existing
infrastructure.
• The 2021 focus is building a reusable infrastructure for generating additional load and
showing we have sufficient monitoring.
• In future tests, we want to include on-demand data streaming to processing running at HPC
sites.
• IRIS-HEP’s technical contributions: providing a HTTP-TPC implementation and network
monitoring via OSG-LHC.
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Conclusions

Conclusions
The DOMA team makes targeted contributions across the vertical stack:
• We are building systems to deliver data to new approaches in analysis, resulting in efforts
like Coffea-Casa to build an integrated analysis facility. (Challenge 3)
• We co-lead the modernization of the bulk transfer system (Challenge 2), which is the
heart of the network utilization necessary for HL-LHC.
• DOMA delivers data to processing sinks with services like IDDS and XCache, preparing
for the exabyte era.
While an R&D area, we leverage the integration capabilities of the SSL and work closely
with the OSG-LHC to deploy & iterate on our software and services.
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